SOMESTARSOMEHART

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled April 19, 2020 - Registration #0V088
Microchip #985141001322882

Bay Filly - Foaled April 19, 2020 - Registration #0V088
Microchip #985141001322882

Somebeachsomewhere p, 3, 1:46.4 - Mach Three p, 3, 1:49.0
Somebetsomeplace p, 2, 1:49.2 - Wheres The Beach

LOVELY ASSISTANT
Art Major p, 4, 1:48.4

Magical Dreamer p, 3, 1:55.0f

SOMESTARSOMEHART

Sportsmaster p, 2, 1:52.1 - Diana Lynn Lobell p, 3, 1:56.4f

Redhot Hart p, 3, 1:56.3 - Richesse Hanover p, 2, 1:53.0

Red To Richess p, 3, 1:57.2 - Fox Valley Redhot p, 2, 1:54.2

By SOMESTARSOMEHART p, 2, 1:49.2, BT 1:48.3 - $478,915.

1st dam

REDHOT HART p, 2, 2:04.1h, 3, 1:56.3 - '11, BT 1:52.0 - $26,022 4 wins, by SPORTSMASTER
p, 2, 1:52.1, BT 1:51.4 -'92. At 2, winner of Downstate Classic div. At 3, winner of ICF -
Direct Balance S. div, ISOBA S. div; second in ISOBA S. div. From 4 foals, dam of 3 -
winners (1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:57) including -

HART TO HEART (g, Yankee Skyscraper) p, 2, 1:53.3, 4, 1:52.0 - $19 (66,448) 7 wins. At 2, -
winner of ICF S. div at Springfield, The Governors Cup; second in ICF S. div, IN Sired -
Fair Circuit div, Incredibile Finale S. leg; third in IL State Fair Colt S. final, Incredibile -
Finale S. leg. At 4, winner of Bob Larry Series leg (twice) and final, ICF S. div; second in -
ICF S. div.

HARTS HEART f, Major Bombay p, 2, 1:55.3, 3, 1:54.4 -'21, BT 1:53.3 -'21 ($62,662) 4 wins. At -
2, winner of ICF S. div (twice); second in Downstate Classic div, ICF S. div (3 times), -

MAJOR HART (g, Major Bombay) p, 3, 1:53.3 -'20, BT 1:54.3 -'20 ($19,714) 5 wins. At 2, -
second in Topline S. div.

2nd dam

RED TO RICHESSE p, 2, Q2:03.4, 3, 1:57.2 -'06, BT 1:55.4 -'06 ($11,535) 1 win, by RICHESSE -
HANOVER p, 2, 1:53.0, BT 1:51.3s -'99. At 3, third in Filly Newcomer Series leg. From 2 -
foals, dam of 10 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:57) including -

HOT CHILLI PEPPER (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.1 -'97, BT 1:50.3 -'99 ($476,214) -
32 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div (twice) and final; third in Orange & Blue S. elin. At -
3, winner of Dudley Hanover S. leg, IL Fair S. div (twice), Langley Memorial elin, Silky -
Stallone S.; second in Cardinal S. elin, Langley Memorial final, Rambling Willie S., -
Winter Time S. elin; third in ISOBA S., Maywood Pace. As aged, third in Presidential -
Series final.

ITHINKSIMSOMEBODY (g, Sportsmaster) p, 2, 1:55.2h, 3, 1:52.1, 1:50.0 -'08 ($348,212) 20 -
wins. At 3, winner of Cardinal Series elin, Taser Gun S. elin and final; second in -
Enemy At The Gate Series cons, ISOBA S., Maywood Pace final; third in Cardinal Series -
final, IL Fair S. div, Sportsmaster S. div. At 4, second in Exit 16 W Series final, Haston -
Memorial; third in Exit 16 W Series final, Jimmys Pilot Series leg, Rambling Willie S.

R H POSITIVE (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:58.2, 3, 1:52.4 -'00, BT 1:51.1 -'00 ($182,322) 18 wins. -
At 2, winner of IL Fair S. div; second in Ideal Society Series leg (twice). At 3, second in -
IL Fair S. final, Midwest Pacing Derby elin and final; third in Dudley Hanover S., Langley -
Memorial elin.

REDHOT CHILLI DOG (g, Cole Muffler) p, 2, 1:53.3, 3, 1:53.1 -'01, BT 1:51.3 -'01 ($178,796) -
24 wins. At 2, winner of IL Fair S. cons; second in Cardinal S. final, IL Fair S. div, Orange -
& Blue S. cons; third in Cardinal S. elin, Jimmys Sunshine S. cons, Robb Ranger S. leg, -
Sarah Myers S. elin and final. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div; third in Cardinal Series. At 4, -
second in Associates Series. As aged, winner of Royal Massie Memorial leg (3 times); -
third in Rossic Massie Memorial final.

R ROAN RANGER (g, Broadway Express) p, 2, 1:55.0, 3, 1:53.4, 4, 1:53.1 -'01, BT 1:53.0 -
'99 ($131,044) 15 wins. At 2, winner of ISOBA S. div; second in Saluki Pacing Series -
leg; third in Orange & Blue S. elin) At 3, winner of ISOBA S. div; second in Dudley -
Hanover S. leg; third in Vancember Memorial.

SHES REDHOT (m, Broadway Express) p, 3, 1:53.4, 4, 1:52.3 -'99, BT 1:51.3 -'98 ($116,375) -
9 wins. At 3, third in Grandma Ann S. elin and final, IL Fair S. final. At 4, winner of -
Golden Mias S., IL Fair S. div; second in Ann Vonian S. elin and final. Dam of HOT N -
SPORTY p, 2, 1:50.2 -'05, BT 1:49.3 -'07 ($50,189); HES SO HOT p, 2, 1:52.4, 3, -
1:50.2 -'11 ($257,890); FOX VALLEY INFERNO p, 2, 1:52.2, 3, 1:51.2s, 1:51.0f -'19, BT 1:50.2 -
'19 ($254,621); SHES SO HOT p, 2, 1:51.1 -'07, BT 1:51.0 -'08 ($238,501) etc.; -
grandam of OUR HOT MAJORETTE p, 2, Q1:57.2s, 3, 1:51.4s, 4, 1:49.2s -'16 ($266,666); -
DELANO (g, R R Ranger) p, 2, 1:55.0s -'17, BT 1:52.4s -'17 ($133,476) etc.; -

REDHOT PEPPERPET (m, Cole Muffler) p, 3, 1:56.2 -'02, BT 1:55.3 -'02 ($28,101) 1 win. -
Dam of WESTERN REDHOT p, 2, 1:53.4f, 1:50.3 -'21 ($223,612) etc.;